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Abstract
Key Message The crop yield losses induced by phytoviruses are mainly associated with the symptoms of the disease. 
DNA modifications as methylation can modulate the information coded by the sequence, process named epigenetics. 
Viral infection can change the expression patterns of different genes linked to defenses and symptoms. This work 
represents the initial step to expose the role of epigenetic process, in the production of symptoms associated with 
plants-virus interactions.
Abstract Small RNAs (sRNAs) are important molecules for gene regulation in plants and play an essential role in plant-
pathogen interactions. Researchers have evaluated the relationship between viral infections as well as the endogenous accu-
mulation of sRNAs and the transcriptional changes associated with the production of symptoms, but little is known about 
a possible direct role of epigenetics, mediated by 24-nt sRNAs, in the induction of these symptoms. Using different RNA 
directed DNA methylation (RdDM) pathway mutants and a triple demethylase mutant; here we demonstrate that the disrup-
tion of RdDM pathway during viral infection produce alterations in the plant transcriptome and in consequence changes in 
plant symptoms. This study represents the initial step in exposing that DNA methylation directed by endogenous sRNAs has 
an important role, uncoupled to defense, in the production of symptoms associated with plant-virus interactions.

Keywords Epigenetics · Immunity · RdDM · sRNAs · Symptoms · Virus

Introduction

Diseases associated with viruses produce diverse symptoms 
commonly associated to crop losses. Phytoviruses induce 
different metabolic and physiological alterations that in 
many cases result in symptomatic disease phenotypes. Viral 
infections can cause growth retardation, leaf mosaic, yellow-
ing, necrosis and various developmental disorders (Wang 

et al. 2012). For this reason, understanding the molecular 
bases associated to symptomatology production is essen-
tial to generate new biotechnological strategies in search of 
resistant plants (Nicaise 2014).

The Tobamoviruses genus includes 37 species of viruses 
known to infect many crops, such as potatoes, tomatoes, 
cucumbers, tobacco, among others. Tobacco mosaic virus 
Cg (TMV-Cg) and Oilseed rape mosaic virus (ORMV) are 
two strains (with more than 90% genome sequence homol-
ogy) of the Tobamovirus genus that infect Arabidopsis thali-
ana plants producing differential symptomatology (Aguilar 
et al. 1996; Zavallo et al. 2015). Briefly, during infection, the 
virus first enters the plant after mechanically damaging the 
cell wall and plasma membrane. Soon after, Capside Protein 
(CP) begins to be disengaged from the virion and, then, the 
first protein translated directly from the genome, the rep-
licase, initiates the replication of the viral genome (Shaw, 
1999). The cell to cell movement of the virus depends on 
viral Movement Protein (MP), although other viral proteins 
are responsible for this process in some other species.
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An efficient viral infection requires the interaction 
between viral proteins and host cell factors that causes a 
manipulation of metabolic pathways and coordinates the bio-
chemical interactions promoting infection. The recognition 
of viral double stranded RNA (dsRNA) molecules by the 
plant defense system leads to the induction of RNA silenc-
ing (Niehl et al. 2016; Niehl and Heinlein 2019). However, 
many plant viruses evade this silencing process and induce 
viral counter defense (Vance and Vaucheret 2001; Conti 
et al. 2017a). Finally, as a result of the mentioned viral-
plant interaction, systemic symptoms appear. The causes of 
symptom induction are diverse and, moreover, many depend 
on the interference with the normal physiological processes 
of plants occurring upon defense response (Pallas and García 
2011).

In addition, viral infection is associated with global tran-
scriptome reprogramming and changes in hormonal path-
ways as well as with the increase of the accumulation of 
metabolites and antioxidant compounds that produce disease 
phenotypes (Bazzini et al. 2011; Westwood et al. 2013; Das-
togeer et al. 2018). For instance, chlorosis is a characteristic 
symptom widely correlated with modifications and global 
repression of photosynthetic genes induced by viruses as a 
result of changes in the quantity, size or structural alterations 
of chloroplasts (Bilgin et al. 2010; Li et al. 2016; Bhattacha-
ryya and Chakraborty 2018).

RNA silencing is a transcriptome regulation mechanism 
that uses small RNAs (sRNAs) as guides that act by cytosine 
DNA methylation via Transcriptional Gene Silencing (TGS) 
or post-transcriptionally by cleavage of RNA targets (PTGS) 
(Castel and Martienssen 2013; Borges and Martienssen 
2015; Kørner et  al. 2018) to regulate gene expression, 
modify chromatin topology or defend against viral infec-
tions (Baulcombe 2004). In this context, the RNA-directed 
DNA methylation (RdDM) pathway is a methylation mecha-
nism that can occur in different cytosine sequence contexts 
directed mainly by 24-nt sRNAs (Law and Jacobsen 2010; 
Gallego-Bartolomé et al. 2019). The canonical RdDM path-
way requires the action of two RNA polymerases (Pol IV-Pol 
V). RNA polymerase IV generate single strand RNAs and 
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 2 (RDR2) forms the dsD-
NAs that are processed by Dicer like 3 (DCL3) to produce 
24-nt sRNAs. Then, 24-nt sRNAs are loaded into argonaute 
4 (AGO4) and this combined structure interacts with Pol V 
produced transcript to finally, lead the methylation of DNA 
target sequences through the interaction with a methyltrans-
ferase (He et al. 2014; Xie and Yu 2015).

DNA methylation is an epigenetic phenomenon that 
plays a key regulatory role in many biological processes, 
including transposon silencing and responses to biotic 
and abiotic stresses. Usually, methylation of promoters, 
transposons or repeat sequences is linked to TGS effects, 
whereas gene-body methylation (in some cases), seems to 

be positively correlated with active transcription (To et al. 
2015; Liang et al. 2019). The insertion of transposons near 
or into genes can alter gene expression, which in some 
cases can produce phenotypic consequences (Bewick and 
Schmitz 2017). For example, a successful heat response in 
Arabidopsis depends on the integrity of epigenetic path-
ways and the evidence indicate that heat-dependent gene 
expression is influenced by transposon sequences located 
near genes linked to heat stress (Popova et  al. 2013). 
Achour et al. (2019) showed that prolonged low tempera-
ture exposure promotes the activation of genes involved 
in the regulation of DNA methylation. Thus, this tran-
scriptional activation together with the extensive change 
of methylation in transposons along the genome shows 
the importance of hypermethylation of TEs in response 
to abiotic stress.

DNA methylation also plays an important role in 
defense response. In recent years, several studies have 
recognized the link between epigenetics and immunity. 
For instance, defective Pol V mutants show greater resist-
ance to disease against bacterial pathogen Pseudomonas 
syringae (López et al. 2011). In other study, demethylation 
activated Xa21, a gene that confers resistance to bacte-
rium Xanthomonas oryzae pv. in rice and, furthermore, the 
progeny inherited both hypomethylation and the acquired 
phenotype (Akimoto et al. 2007). In addition, methyla-
tion of pericentromeric TEs could affect the expression 
of PRR/NLR genes (Cambiagno et al. 2018). In recent 
years, researchers have published several studies about the 
effects of DNA methylation on antiviral defense. The TRV 
and Cucumber Mottled Green Mosaic Virus (CGMMV) 
infection in Arabidopsis and watermelon, respectively, 
produces a key component of the RdDM machinery dereg-
ulation, thus evidencing an important role of methylation 
in antiviral defense (Diezma‐Navas et al. 2019; Sun et al. 
2019). Another study revealed a novel regulatory mecha-
nism, whereby Cotton Leaf Curl Multan virus (CLCu-
MuV) C4 protein suppresses TGS and PTGS mediated 
by SAMS (a central enzyme in the methyl cycle), which 
leads to an improved viral infection in the plant (Ismayil 
et al. 2018). Although the molecular mechanisms involved 
in the production of virus-induced symptoms have been 
widely studied, they are still poorly understood.

In this study, we assessed the role of epigenetics in the 
production of symptoms in Arabidopsis thaliana inocu-
lated with two Tobamoviruses strains (ORMV AND TMV-
Cg). We detected that viral infection modified the expres-
sion of genes mapped by differentially accumulated (DA) 
24-nt sRNAs. The impact of this alteration is not directly 
linked to plant defense, although it affects the emergence 
of symptoms in an RdDM-dependent manner. Our find-
ings reveal a possible role of DNA methylation in viral 
symptomatology.
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Results

Evidence has shown the important role of 24-nt sRNAs 
in plant immunity through Transcriptional Gene Silenc-
ing (TGS) (Huang et  al. 2016). We performed a com-
parative sRNA-seq analysis between non-infected (mock 
inoculated) and infected plants with two Tobamoviruses 
(TMV-Cg and ORMV) to select genes mapped by 24-nt 
endogenous sRNAs at 4 dpi (Zavallo et al. 2015).

Selection of a subset of genes with differential 
accumulation of sRNAs

Original data were fully reanalyzed by means of a new 
tool. We used Shortstack software (Axtell 2013) to select 
genomic regions with differentially accumulated (DA) 
24-nt sRNAs between treatments. This reanalysis allows 
an improved method of placement of multimapping reads 
based on weighted probabilities by the unique mapped 
reads (Johnson et al. 2016) (see more in Material and 
Method section). Then, we identified features of interest 
(genes, promoters or nearby transposons) associated with 
DA sRNAs. A 1.5 fold-change difference between treat-
ments and a p-value below 0.001 were considered for the 
selection. Table 1 details the selected genes with 24-nt 
sRNAs mapped to promoter regions (GP), gene body 
(GB) or nearby transposons (TEs). Panel a) details dif-
ferential genes selected by comparing each virus (TMV-
Cg/ORMV) with non-infected plants (MI), whereas panel 
b) shows the comparison between both viruses (ORMV 
vs TMV-Cg). A total of 87 genes associated to DA 
sRNAs clusters between treatments comparing infected 
versus the non-infected plants were detected (Table S1). 
Of these genes, 62% corresponded to genes mapped by 
sRNAs in gene promoter, 16% in gene body and 22% in 
genes located near TEs (2 kb each side) (Fig. 1a, upper 
left panel). Both viruses altered 23% of these genes in a 
similar way (shared genes group), the remaining 77%, 
represent genes altered by a single treatment consider-
ing the sum of the genes altered by ORMV alone (38%) 
and those altered by TMV-Cg alone (39%) (unique genes 
group). In detail, 50% from the total are genes with DA 
sRNAs in promoter regions that belongs to unique genes 
group, and 12% belonging to shared genes group. Genes 
mapped by DA sRNAs in gene body or gene-associated 
TEs showed 9% unique, 7% shared and 17% unique, 5% 
shared, respectively (Fig. 1a, bottom left panel). Addi-
tionally, 59 genes showed significant differences between 
viruses (ORMV vs TMV-Cg) treatment (Table S1). In this 
case, 49% consisted of genes mapped by sRNAs in gene 
promoter, 27% in gene body and 24% in TEs near genes 
(Fig. 1a, upper right panel).

To provide a global hint to the functions and pathways of 
selected genes, we performed a gene ontology analysis to 
compare overrepresented GO terms in each group of genes, 
shared or unique. Table S2 listed the three types of GO 
terms (CC, MF, and BP) in which DA sRNAs (infected vs 
mock comparison) genes are overrepresented divided in two 
sheets; shared group and unique group. The results show 
overrepresented GO terms for each set of genes. Interest-
ingly, the GO terms in the shared genes group appear to 
be higher on the GO classification scale than the overrep-
resented ones in the unique genes modified by TMV-Cg 
or ORMV alone, it may be indicative of a central func-
tion for viral infection. Notably, the analyses show that 
some identified enriched GO terms are linked to processes 
expected to be altered by viral infection. For example, GO 
categories like regulation of timing of plant organ form 
(GO:0,090,709) that could be associated with the symptoms 
production; mRNA binding (GO:0,003,729); integral com-
ponent of chloroplast outer (GO:0,031,359) are over-rep-
resented on the shared genes group. In unique genes group 
we highlight pathways related to chromatin-mediated main-
tenance of transcription (GO:0,048,096); chlorophyll(ide) 
b reductase activity (GO:0,034,256); formate dehydroge-
nase complex (GO:0,009,326) and chloroplast thylakoid 
membrane (GO:0,009,535).Fig. 1b-d show the distribution 
of 24-nt sRNAs in plants infected with TMV-Cg/ORMV 
and mock-inoculated plants in three different regions of the 
DNA (set of selected genes of Table 1), either in the pro-
moter (Fig. 1b), in gene body (Fig. 1c) or/and in transpo-
sons near (2 Kb) non-coding regions (5-UTR and 3-UTR) 
(Fig. 1d). The infection with ORMV and TMV-Cg produced 
altered accumulation of 24-nt sRNAs in selected genes. 
Furthermore, in accordance with Zavallo et al. (2015), we 
confirmed that viral infection alters the profile of sRNAs in 
early times of infection. Importantly, viral infection alters to 
greater extent 24-nt sRNAs associated with TEs (Fig. 1d). 
We selected four genes close to TEs (2 kb) that were dif-
ferentially accumulated by 24-nt sRNAs. Indeed, three of 
the TEs belonged to the RC/Helitron superfamily: ATREP 
3, in the 3-UTR region of the AT2G26540 gene; ATREP1, 
2-kb from the 5-UTR region of the AT5G42960 gene and 
ATREP10D, 1-kb from the 5-UTR region of AT5G42567 
gene. Finally, AT9NMU1: DNA/MuDR superfamily located 
near the 3-UTR region of AT3G18830 gene. It is important 
to note that most of the selected genes (Table 1) have TEs 
nearby when considering a region larger than the 2 kb previ-
ously selected.

Molecular analysis of the selected genes in wild type 
plants

To assess whether the infection with two strains of Toba-
movirus affects mRNA expression levels we performed 
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quantitative PCRs using specific primers for 14 genes. At 
4dpi most of the selected genes showed increased mRNA lev-
els in the infected plants, except AT3G45140 (lox2), which 
showed no significant differences (Fig. 2). Moreover, in wild 
type plants (Col-0), all genes mapped by 24-nt sRNAs within 
the gene promoter region showed higher levels of mRNA 

(Fig. 2a), as a consequence of a viral infection. Importantly, 
a negative correlation was evident between sRNA accumu-
lation and transcription levels in most of promoter mapped 
genes considering infected versus mock inoculated plants 
(i.e. a decrease of sRNA amount and an increase of mRNA 
levels in the infected plants) (Table 1a; Fig. 2a).

Table 1  Subgroup of selected genes with differential accumulation of endogenous 24-nt sRNAs in Arabidopsis thaliana infected with two Toba-
moviruses (TMV-Cg and ORMV) at 4 dpi

The genes highlighted in italics appear in both tables
M mock inoculated; TMV-Cg (T) Tobacco Mosaic Virus; ORMV (0) Oilseed Rape Mosaic Virus

Virus vs Mock inoculated

Gene ID sRNAs (p value) log2 FC Condition

(a) sRNAs with differences between ORMV and/or TMV-Cg versus mock-inoculated plants mapped to promoters, gene body or transposons of 
the selected genes

Genes with 24 bp sRNAs in Gene Promoter (GP)
 AT1G27820 (caf1c) 0.00022 − 1.5 OM
 AT2G05710 (aco3) 3.96684E−08 − 3.2 TM
 AT4G18290 (kat2) 2.3127E−06 − 1.9 TM
 AT1G51630 (msr2) 1.14013E−05 3 0 M

Genes with 24 bp sRNAs in Gene Body (GB)
 AT2G41100 (touch3) 0.01 2.3 OM
 AT5G20850
(rad51)

0.006 3.5 OM

Genes with 24 bp sRNAs in TEs
 AT2G26540
(hemd) AT2TE48795

0.0007 2.9 TM

 AT5G42960 (oe24b) AT5TE62265 6.49E−09/5.58E−10 5.4/6 OM/TM
 AT5G42567
(eca1-3) (AT5TE61440)

0.0009 2.3 OM

ORMV vs TMV-Cg

Gene ID sRNAs (p value) log2 FC

(b) sRNAs with differences between ORMV versus TMV-Cg in A. thaliana plants mapped to promoters, gene body or transposons of selected 
genes

Genes with 24 bp sRNAs in Gene Promoter (GP)
 AT4G26600 (nop2b) 4.3E−05 2.6
 AT1G27820 (caf1c) 6.89E−06 − 1.9
 AT2G05710 (aco3) 1.21E−06 2.9
 AT4G18290 (kat2) 1.18838E−05 1.8
 AT1G51630 (msr2) 0.0003 2.3

Genes with 24 bp sRNAs in Gene Body (GB)
 AT3G45140 (lox2) 2.98792E−05 − 2
 AT3G50480 (hr4) 0.0007 3.4
 AT1G29920 (cab2) 0.0007 − 2.07
 AT2G41100 (touch3) 0.001 5.7
 AT5G20850 (rad51) 0.002 5.5

Genes with 24 bp sRNAs in TEs
 AT3G18830 (pmt5) AT3TE27270 9,01113E−05 3
 AT5G42567
(eca1-3)
(AT5TE61440)

3.90E−06 7.4
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On the other hand, genes with 24-nt sRNAs mapped to 
the gene body region exhibited higher relative levels of 
mRNA and only one of these genes showed no differences 
of expression with any of the evaluated Tobamoviruses 
(Fig. 2b). This case can be explained by the antagonism 
between the SA and JA pathways. Lox2 is a JA-biosyn-
thesis gene sensitive to suppression by SA accumulation 
(Leon-Reyes et al. 2010). Interestingly, the expression lev-
els of this group of genes showed a positive correlation 
with sRNAs abundance in infected versus non-inoculated 
plants (Table 1a; Fig. 2b). Finally, we observed that genes 
nearby to transposon with DA sRNAs also showed higher 
relative levels of mRNA in infected plants (Table  1a; 
Fig. 2c).

These results suggest that viral infection modifies the 
transcription of different genes and that could be as con-
sequence of changes in the profiles of 24-nt sRNAs that 
mapped to different gene regions or to TEs nearby genes.

RNA‑directed DNA methylation and demethylation 
mechanism have a role in the transcriptional 
changes induced by the infection

To assess if the changes in mRNA levels of the selected 
genes depend on alterations of methylation levels linked to 
RdDM pathway, we evaluated the expression of these genes 
in different mutant plants. For this purpose, we used plants 
with alterations in various components of the RdDM path-
way and a triple methyltranferase mutant (demethylases). 
The evaluated mutants were the RNA dependent RNA pol-
ymerase 2 mutants, unable to synthesize double stranded 
RNA: rdr2.5; the argonaute 4 mutant, unable to guide meth-
ylation processes: ago4.1; the mutant without a common 
subunit of polymerases PolIV and PolV: nrpd2a and a tri-
ple demethylase mutant: ros1-dml2-dml3, denominated rdd 
(Le et al. 2014). Most of the selected genes presented an 
unaltered expression profile after the infection in the three 
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Fig. 1  Schematic representation of differential distribution of 24-nt 
sRNAs in selected genes or different regions in Arabidopsis thali-
ana plants infected with Tobamoviruses (ORMV or TMV-Cg). a Pie 
graph showing the percentage of differentially represented regions 
mapped with the analyzed sRNAs: gene promoter, gene body or 
transposon near genes. Left upper panel: comparison between 
infected vs mock-inoculated plants. Right upper panel: compari-

son between both strains of viruses. Left bottom panel: compari-
son between infected vs mock-inoculated plants in unique or shared 
genes. Distribution of 24-nt sRNA mapped to b gene promoter of the 
selected genes (blue square), c gene body (red square) or d transpo-
sons within or nearby genes (green square). The y-axis represents the 
abundance of sRNAs and the x-axis represents promoter, gene body 
or transposon regions
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evaluated RdDM mutants of the RdDM machinery (Fig. 3a, 
b, c), at 4 dpi. The same was observed for the rdd mutant 
(Fig. 3d). mRNA levels of the selected genes lost the regu-
latory impact produced by viral infection as an outcome of 
the disruption of the RdDM machinery or as a consequence 
of decreased demethylation. Thus, the alteration of mRNA 
levels of the selected genes during viral infection could be 
regulated by changes in DNA methylation patterns, which 
in turn are directed by sRNAs.

Phenotypic evaluation of RdDM and rdd Arabidopsis 
mutants infected with two strains of Tobamoviruses

Next, we analyzed the symptoms produced during ORMV 
and TMV-Cg infection in rdr2.5, ago4.1, nrpd2a and rdd A. 
thaliana plants. In Col-0 ecotype, the two Tobamoviruses 
exhibited differences in symptom severity and ORMV pro-
duced the most severe phenotype (Zavallo et al. 2015).

Initially, we performed a visual characterization (Fig. 4). 
Typical symptoms caused by viral infection are reduced 
rosette growth, delayed flowering, leaf chlorosis and sene-
scense induction. Col-0 plants inoculated with TMV-Cg 
showed a smaller rossette size and greater chlorosis than 
controls. This effect was more pronounced in ORMV 

inoculated plants. Interestingly, rdr2.5 and ago4.1 mutants 
were less affected by the viral infection. These mutants 
showed minor leaf chlorosis and decreased rosette growth 
inhibition, at 16 dpi. Furthermore, the severity of the symp-
toms between the two viruses was similar and less evident 
than in wild type plants. Particularly, the nrpd2a mutant 
showed no leaf chlorosis, whereas the triple mutant rdd did 
display this symptom, although with limited growth inhibi-
tion (Fig. 4a). Another typical symptom of viral infection 
is the delayed emergence of bolting. Col-0 ecotype plants 
inoculated with ORMV showed shorter bolting than TMV-
Cg-inoculated plants; similarly, the ago4.1 mutants pre-
sented a comparable disease phenotype than wild type plants 
(Fig. 4b). In addition, the rdr2.5 and rdd mutants showed 
no delay in bolt emergence when infected with TMV-Cg, 
Surprisingly, the double nrpd2a mutants showed null vari-
ation with either of the viruses (Fig. 4b). In parallel, we 
performed RT-qPCR assays using specific primers for rep-
licase to assess gene virus accumulation at 7 dpi. Similar 
amounts of viral RNA was evident in Col-0 and all evaluated 
mutants (Fig. 5). Thus, the alteration of symptoms cannot be 
explained by a differential viral accumulation. To obtain a 
more thoroughly phenotypic characterization of physiologi-
cal impacts of the infection, we measured and quantitated 
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shown. Error bars represent SE. *p ≤ 0.05. The blue and red bars refer 
to plants infected with TMV-Cg or ORMV, respectively
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several important traits: bolt height (Fig. 6a), rosette fresh 
weight (Fig. 6b), chlorophyll accumulation (Fig. 6c), antho-
cyanin accumulation (Fig.  6d), phenolic accumulation 
(Fig. 6e) and carotenoid accumulation (Fig. 6f). Relative 
loss of fresh weight is a marker of senescence that is a com-
mon physiological process induced by viral infection. As 
expected, Col-0, rdr2.5 and ago4.1 plants inoculated with 
both Tobamoviruses presented significant differences regard-
ing fresh weight, although growth inhibition was lower in 
both mutants. Interestingly, the nrpd2a mutant and the tri-
ple mutant rdd showed no significant differences in rosette 
weight in comparison to mock-inoculated plants (Fig. 6g).

Decrease of chlorophyll level in leaves during senes-
cence process is another well-characterized pattern occur-
ring under biotic or abiotic stresses (Pružinská et al. 2005; 
2012). To confirm the findings of the visual characteriza-
tion, we also measured chlorophyll levels of the differ-
ent mutants infected with the two viruses. No significant 
differences were detected in wild type plants inoculated 
with TMV-Cg. In contrast, ORMV infection considerably 
reduced the amount of chlorophyll at 16 dpi. Notably, none 
of the RdDM pathway mutants showed clear symptoms of 
senescence except for the methyltransferase mutants, which 
were affected only by ORMV (Fig. 6c, g).

Anthocyanins are polyphenolic compounds induced dur-
ing the senescence under stress and participates in many 
processes, including the defense against different pathogens 
(Landi et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2018). Phenolic compounds are 
secondary metabolites produced by the plant against different 
pathogens and, like anthocyanins, are produced under differ-
ent stresses (Mazid et al. 2011). Wild type and ago4.1 mutant 
plants infected with both Tobamovirus displayed increased 
levels of anthocyanins and total phenolic compounds. Nev-
ertheless, no evident differential accumulation of these com-
pounds was detectable in the other mutants used in this assay 
(Fig. 6d,e). On the other hand, carotenoids are antioxidant 
molecules induced by oxidative stress and their accumulation 
is reduced during viral infection (Havaux 2014; Ibdah et al. 
2014). Col-0, rdr2.5 and rdd plants showed significant dif-
ferences of this compound only with ORMV infection. How-
ever, the ago4.1 mutants showed the lowest accumulation of 
this compound upon infection of any viruses. Notably, the 
polymerase IV/V impaired mutant showed increased levels 
of carotenoids with the two viruses (Fig. 6f).

Altogether, the production of symptoms during viral 
infection is partly caused as a result of the action of RdDM 
pathway guided by sRNAs. Probably, this is due to changes 
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Fig. 3  Molecular analysis of target genes of RNA-directed DNA 
Methylation (RdDM) machinery and triple demethylase mutants. 
RT-qPCR analysis of selected genes at 4dpi of TMV-Cg and ORMV 
infected plants in comparison to mock-inoculated plants.  Log2-fold 
change of selected genes at 4dpi are shown in a RNA–dependent 
RNA polymerase 2 (rdr2.5) mutant; b argonaute 4 (ago4.1) mutant; 

c nrpd2a (subunit of polymerase IV and V) mutant and d triple dem-
ethylase (rdd: ros; dml2; dml3) mutant. The blue, red and green boxes 
display the genes mapped by sRNAs in gene promoter, body regions 
or in transposons, respectively. Error bars represent SE. *p ≤ 0.05. 
The blue and red bars show plants infected with TMV-Cg or ORMV, 
respectively
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that modify the dynamic balance between methylation and 
demethylation events.

Discussion

Although the mechanisms by which a viral infection 
induces symptoms have been widely studied (Bilgin et al. 
2003; Dardick 2007; Inaba et al. 2011; Jay et al. 2011; 
Shimura et al. 2011; Smith et al. 2011; Yang et al. 2019), 
the role of epigenetics in the production of symptoms is still 
unclear. DNA methylation is the major epigenetic hallmark 

associated to TEs or repetitive elements regulation by means 
of transcriptional gene silencing, which is mainly directed 
by 24-nt sRNAs. Here, we tested the effect of 24-nt sRNAs 
after a viral infection, emphasizing the role of the RdDM 
pathway in the regulation of symptom induction.

Initially, we observed that viral infection altered the 
profile of 24-nt sRNAs at early times of infection. We 
focus in this particular type of siRNAs since their main 
role in transcriptional gene silencing. In accordance with 
similar evidence published in the last years (Zavallo et al. 
2015; Guo et al. 2017), in this work the viral inocula-
tion modified the balance of 24-nt sRNAs profiles that 

ago4.1rdr2.5 nrpd2a rddCol-0

MI

TMV-Cg

ORMV

(A)

Col-0 rdr2.5 ago4.1

nrpd2a rdd

MI TMV-Cg ORMV MI TMV-Cg ORMV MI TMV-Cg ORMV(B)

Fig. 4  Visual phenotypic characterization. a Photography of Arabi-
dopsis thaliana Col-0 (wild type), RdDM and rdd mutants infected 
with ORMV or TMV-Cg viruses. At 16 days post-inoculation (dpi), 
the bolts were cut-off the plants before photographing to obtain better 
images. b Photography of bolt at 16dpi form plants inoculated with 

both evaluated viruses. rdr2.5: RNA–dependent RNA polymerase 2 
mutants; ago4.1: argonaute 4 mutants; nrpd2a: subunit of polymerase 
IV and V mutants; rdd: triple demethylase (ros; dml2; dml3) mutant. 
Bar, 1 cm
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mapped to coding regions or to transposons located near 
genes. One possible explanation for this alteration is that, 
by means of endogenous machinery, the plant defense gen-
erates vsRNAs and therefore controls the infection. Con-
comitantly to, this process defense could affect the levels 
of other sRNAs. In addition, viral counter-defense actions, 
like the activation/expression/induction of silencing sup-
pressors proteins, could be interacting with components 
of the RdDM pathway, thus affecting their function. For 
example, Cucumber mosaic virus suppressor 2b interacts 
with AGO4 protein and reduces its activity (Hamera et al. 
2012). Moreover, the RNA decay mechanism and sRNA 
function have a clear association and, consequently, a 
switch of RNA decay impacts in the accumulation of many 
endogenous genes regulated by silencing (Martínez de 
Alba et al. 2015). Furthermore, Conti et al., (2017b) dem-
onstrated that viral infection alters RNA decay machinery, 
which in turn leads to impact on the silencing pathways. 
Therefore, changing sRNA-mediated functionality could 
be another way to explain the viral influence on the profile 
of 24-nt accumulation (Conti et al. 2017b).
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The analysis of the infected plants, in comparison to 
non-infected plants, demonstrated that most of the DA 
sRNAs clusters mapped in promoter regions that some-
times contain a TE. To a lesser extent, sRNAs mapped 
to transposons located near genes and, finally, a smaller 
percentage mapped within gene body regions. We also 
observed that the abundance of the 24-nt sRNAs that 
mapped to promoter regions was lower in infected plants 
in comparison to non-infected plants and transcription level 
of the genes mapped by these sRNAs was higher in Col-0 
ecotype (when we compare infected versus mock inocu-
lated plants). This finding is consistent with the knowl-
edge that DNA methylation in regulatory regions inhibits 
transcription; therefore, a negative correlation between 
the amount of sRNAs (associated to a reduced level of 
methylation) and the level of mRNA is expected (Mette 
et al. 2000; Přibylová et al. 2019). On the other hand, con-
troversy surrounds the effect of methylation of gene body 
regions. Whereas some researchers reported that the meth-
ylation of these regions promotes the expression of certain 
genes, others demonstrated otherwise (Li et al. 2012; Yang 
et al. 2015). Herein, genes with increased abundance of 
sRNAs in gene body regions showed also higher relative 
levels of mRNAs in infected plants. These patterns could 
be explained by a mechanism, proposed by Harris et al. 
(2018), in which the methylation reader SUVH1/3 DNAJ 
complex enhances transcription.

Furthermore, we identified a common positive correlation 
between the amount of 24-nt sRNAs and the expression of 
genes located near TEs. Of the four TEs located near genes 
evaluated in this study, three belong to Helitron family and 
the other to the DNA/MuDR family. Notably, almost every 
evaluated gene (13/14) has TEs near non-coding regions 
(5-UTR and 3-UTR). Most of the detected TEs correspond 
to Helitron family. Indeed, researchers have identified both 
types of TEs associated with genetic and epigenetic varia-
tion located in proximity to disease resistance NBS-LRR 
genes (Kawakatsu et al. 2016; Underwood et al. 2017; Cam-
biagno et al. 2018). A clear example of this regulation was 
demonstrated, when an helitron transposon element in the 
ROS1 gene promoter negatively controls ROS1 expression, 
whereas DNA methylation of an RdDM target sequence 
between ROS1 5′ UTR and the promoter TE region antago-
nizes this helitron TE in regulating ROS1 expression. The 
authors showed that the ROS1 promoter functions like a 
thermostat to sense DNA methylation levels and regulates 
DNA methylation by controlling ROS1 expression (Lei et al. 
2015).

Altogether, we confirm that Tobamovirus viral infection 
altered the profile of 24-nt sRNAs and, in turn, these small 
molecules can regulate gene expression.

Second, we propose that (de) methylation is an important 
controller of gene transcription. Indeed, the different RdDM 

knockout mutants as well as the triple DNA demethylase 
mutant rdd were insensitive to induction of gene expression 
after viral infection. The suppression of genes required by 
the methylation machinery guided by 24-nt sRNAs in order 
to promote TGS inhibited the increase of mRNA levels. By 
contrast, the wild type plants did present upregulated levels 
of mRNAs upon Tobamovirus infection. First, we attributed 
the differences of gene expression to a lower susceptibility 
of the mutants to the virus. However, this hypothesis was 
discarded because the (de) methylation mutants and wild 
type plants accumulated similar levels of viruses. Thus, this 
deregulation may be due to modifications in the RdDM path-
way. Therefore, the genes may be directly affected by RdDM 
machinery or may be indirectly altered by the action of other 
targets that modify closed and open chromatin states regu-
lated by TGS (Harris et al. 2018). Another possible explana-
tion could be that in RdDM pathway mutants, CHH/CHG 
methylation levels may be low or null compared to the wild 
type plant and therefore the viral infection does not produce 
any change in the methylation levels of the evaluated genes. 
On the contrary, the triple mutant rdd shows hypermethyl-
ated regions and again no changes could be generated after 
the viral infection (Karolchik et al. 2003; Stroud et al. 2013).

Interesting, Zhong et al. (2013) demonstrated that the pres-
ence of a TE is an important factor for Pol V stably assembles 
to a given genomic locus. Therefore, Pol V may be associated 
with regions where promoters and transposons overlap near 
Pol V targets. In addition, the findings in their study indicate 
that genes close to methylated transposons are often associ-
ated with reduced genetic expression (Zhong et al. 2013). In 
this context, Gagliardi et al. (2019) showed that a MITE like-
TE with inverted repeats (IR), located near the WRKY6 locus, 
dynamically regulates the expression of these genes by alter-
ing the chromatin topology. They evidenced a non-canonical 
mechanism of regulation in which the enrichment of DNA 
methylation in flanking regions of WRKY6 is associated with 
the formation of chromatin loops that ends up altering tran-
scription rates. Although a reduction of methylation in these 
regions together with stable methylation in one intron cor-
relates with the formation of an intragenic loop that inhibits 
the transcription of the gene (Gagliardi et al. 2019). Interest-
ingly, most of the genes evaluated in this study had TEs near 
5-UTR/3-UTR and 24-nt sRNAs that mapped to promoter or 
coding regions. Possibly, the RdDM pathway directs changes 
in methylation patterns and these changes produce modifica-
tions in DNA topology. Therefore, these variations of topol-
ogy would open or close regulatory regions, thus promoting 
or inhibiting the entry of RNA polymerase II and therefore 
modifying the transcription of these genes. For example, 
At3g50480 locus, which encodes a homologue of RPW8, a 
canonical disease-resistance protein that confers resistance to 
powdery mildew (Xiao et al. 1997) showed hypo- and hyper-
methylation of mCs in every sequence context indicating that 
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active remethylation or demethylation of cytosines can occur 
dynamically in response to bacterial pathogen (Dowen et al. 
2012). A hypothesis could be that the disruption in DNA 
methylation/demethylation equilibrium induced by biotic 
stress could cause a change in the expression patterns of cer-
tain genes, but further study is required.

Third, we provide evidence which suggest that (de) 
methylation could impact on the production of symptoms 
induced by viral infection. All tested mutants showed differ-
ences in at least one of the phenotypic variables measured 
in comparison with Tobamovirus-inoculated Col-0 ecotype, 
at later stages of infection. Although rdr2 and ago4 are the 
mutants that most closely resemble Col-0 plants, both had 
reduced leaf chlorosis. In addition, the rdr2 mutants also 
accumulated lower amounts of anthocyanin and phenolic 
compounds. Plants with mutation in the common NRPD 
subunit of polymerases IV and V, which are involved in 
RdDM machinery, showed fewer symptoms (no bolt growth 
inhibition, no chlorosis and no decrease in fresh weight or 
in accumulation of anthocyanin and phenolic compounds) 
in comparison to wild type plants, but strikingly showed 
very high levels of carotenoids. Carotenoid levels decrease 
after viral infection; therefore, the regulatory mechanism 
in nrpd mutant could be deregulated as a consequence of 
decreased methylation. It is important to note that there are 
other mechanisms involved in the induction of these com-
pounds. Although regulation is more complex, methyla-
tion may have a role in this process. The triple demethylase 
mutants showed an intermediate phenotype with viral infec-
tion: lower fresh weight inhibition and, like Col-0 plants, 
lower levels of chlorophyll and carotenoids were observed.

If we analyze the RdDM pathway in detail, we can 
hypothesize that rdr2 and ago4 mutants produce less impact 
in the symptoms production than nrpd plants upon viral 
infection because of the existence of other proteins with 
functional redundancies or because of the action of the non-
canonical pathway of methylation. Indeed, some sRNAs of 
the PTGS via RDR6 and probably AGO6 could be used as 
guides to activate RdDM (Cuerda-Gil and Slotkin 2016). 
Both polymerases IV and V are major components of the 
RdDM machinery. Pol IV transcribes sRNAs from target 
loci and physically interacts with RDR2, whereas Pol V 
recruits AGO4 and directs the methylation of complemen-
tary sequences (López et al. 2011; Haag et al. 2012). The 
nrpd mutation affects an essential subunit shared by both 
Pol IV and Pol V and this disruption may explain the almost 
complete absence of symptoms. Therefore, the mutation may 
not only lead to the inhibition of methylation, but also to the 
absence of chromatin remodeling factors that interact with 
Pol V and regulate the transcriptome.

Furthermore, changes in symptomatology could be due to 
a global effect of the disruption of the methylation machin-
ery that impairs endogenous TGS regulation. For example, 

Aconitase (aco) coding gene produces an enzyme that can 
catalyze the conversion of citrate to isocitrate through a 
cis-aconitate intermediate. Arabidopsis thaliana knockout 
plants for the aco gene have lower chlorosis and are more 
tolerant to oxidative stress (Moeder et al. 2007). Moeder 
et al., in the same research, demonstrated that Nicotiana 
plants silenced by VIGS (90% reduction in enzyme activ-
ity) have reduced pathogenic inductive cell death (Moeder 
et al. 2007). In the present study, all the evaluated mutants 
displayed lower levels of chlorosis and loss the upregulation 
of aco3 mRNA levels induced by the infection; which sug-
gests that (de) methylation could regulate this process. The 
absence of chlorosis in the nrpd mutant could be explained 
by the interruption of two essential components (PoI IV and 
Pol V) of the RdDM pathway. This is a clear difference with 
other mutants, ago4 and rdr2, with redundancy in protein 
families (Havecker et al. 2010; Willmann et al. 2011).

On the other hand, changes in TE methylation located 
near genes could be affecting DNA topology. A recent study 
reported that senescence induced by darkness activates young 
TEs of the DNA and Helitron families (Minerva S. Trejo-
Arellano et al. 2019). This physiological process is associated 
with negative histone regulation and replication remodelers 
that could mobilize these TEs. Minerva S. Trejo-Arellano 
et al. (2019) also demonstrated that changes in the regulation 
of the RdDM pathway alter the senescence process.

Altogether, we propose that chlorosis, a characteristic 
symptom of viral infection, possible as well as other symp-
toms, may be regulated by alterations in methylation patterns 
that affect both TGS and the three-dimensional structure of 
DNA and all these DNA modifications consequently may 
affect the levels of transcription.

In conclusion, this work represents the initial step in 
exposing that DNA methylation directed by endogenous 
sRNAs has a central role in the production of differential 
symptoms in plants. Probably is caused by changes that 
modify the dynamic balance between methylation and dem-
ethylation events.

Experimental procedures

Plant material

Seeds of Arabidopsis thaliana were stratified at 4 °C for 
3 days. All plants were grown under standard conditions 
in controlled environmental chambers, at 22 °C and a 16 h 
white light: 8 h darkness photoperiod (Boyes et al. 2001). 
The rdr2.5, ago4.1, nrpd2a and rdd lines were all in the 
Col-0 background (Ariel et al., 2014).
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Viral infection and sample collection

Arabidopsis plants were mechanically inoculated with car-
borundum into their third true leaf at stage 1.08 (Boyes et al. 
2001). The quantitation of TMV-Cg and ORMV inoculation 
were performed by infecting Nicotiana tabacum (NN) plants 
with serial dilutions of viral extracts. Local lesions (LL) 
were counted and the inoculum stored at -80 °C until infec-
tion. Subsequently, 5 μl of ORMV and TMV-Cg inoculum 
diluted (100 LL per plant) in 20 mM phosphate buffer (pH 
7) was added to the leaf and its surface was gently abraded. 
The mock-inoculated plants were buffer rubbed instead. The 
systemic leaves 8 and 11 were sampled 4 days post inocula-
tion (dpi) to isolate RNA and 7 dpi to quantify viral accumu-
lation. Six independent plants were used for each treatment. 
Pigment measurement was performed in individual leaves 
16 dpi.

Bioinformatics analysis

Original data used in Zavallo et al.’s study were reanalyzed 
(Zavallo et al. 2015). FASTX-Toolkit (version 0.0.13) was 
used to perform adaptor and quality trimming on sRNA-seq 
experiment reads for each library. Bash command was used 
to filter and select 24nt-length reads, whereas ShortStack 
software (versión 3.8.5) (Johnson et al. 2016) was used 
to map and quantitate sRNA reads to the reference Arabi-
dopsis genome TAIR10 assembly. In more detail, cleaned 
24nt-lenght reads were mapped to reference genome with-
out the –locifile option. Then, bam files of each treatment 
were merged with samtools merge into a single bam sRNA 
mapping file. This file was used to re-run ShortStack using 
the -bamfile option with different feature annotation files 
with the—locifile option such as genes, promoters and TEs. 
Count files of each run were subjected to further analysis to 
detect differential accumulation (DA) sRNAs between treat-
ments with edgeR package using the glm model. Three sets 
of DA sRNAs were analyzed: DA sRNAs within genes, DA 
sRNAs within promoters (minus 2.5 KB from gene tran-
scription start site) and DA sRNAs within TEs (located up 
to 2 kb of the 5-UTR and 3-UTR regions of the selected 
genes). Software deepTools (version 3.3.1) was used to per-
form sRNA distribution plots of selected features.

RNA isolation and Real time quantitative 
polymerase chain reaction (qPCR)

Total RNA was isolated from frozen Arabidopsis thaliana 
leaf tissues using TransZol Reagent (TransGen Biotech, 
Beijing, China) and treated with DNAse I (Invitrogen, 
California,USA). Subsequently, cDNA was synthesized 
using MMLV (Invitrogen, California, USA) and ran-
dom primers according to the manufacturer’s instructions 

(Invitrogen). All qPCR experiments were carried out in an 
ABI StepOne Plus Real Time PCR System (Applied Biosys-
tems, California, USA). Table SI1 displays the oligonucleo-
tide primer sets used for qPCR. Arabidopsis EF1alpha gene 
was used as reference for normalization in each experiment. 
For each gene measurement, six biological replicates were 
used for each gene measurement in each treatment. qPCR 
data analysis and primer efficiencies were obtained using 
LinReg PCR software (Ruijter et al. 2009). Relative expres-
sion ratios and statistical analysis were performed using 
fgStatistics software interface, which uses the 2−ΔΔCt 
method to analyze the relative changes in gene expression 
(Livak and Schmittgen 2001). A p value below 0.05 was set 
as the cut-off for statistical significance.

Physiological and pigment measurements

First, bolt height of the different treated plants was meas-
ured with a ruler, whereas fresh weight was determined 
with an analytical balance. Pigments were extracted from 
individual samples of leaf 5 at 16 dpi. Chlorophylls and 
carotenoids were extracted using 96% ethanol. The meas-
urement of anthocyanins and soluble phenolic compounds 
was performed by placing the already weighed leaves in 
acidified methanol (99: 1, v/v) at 4 °C for 48 h (Rabino 
and Mancinelli 1986; Leone et  al. 2014). Absorbance 
of 0.2 ml was measured at 664, 649, and 470 nm (chlo-
rophylls and carotenoids), 530 and 657  nm (anthocya-
nins) or 320  nm (phenolic compounds) in a Multiskan 
Spectrum (Thermo Fisher Corp., Waltham, MA, U.S.A.). 
Chlorophyll concentrations were calculated using the fol-
lowing equations: Ca + b = total chlorophylls (µg/ml) = 1
496/22.24 × A649 + 5.24 × A664, Ca = chlorophyll a (µg/
ml) = 13.36 × A664 – 5.19 × A649, and Cb = chlorophyll 
b (µg/ml) = 27.43 × A649 − 8.12 × A664. Carotenoid con-
centrations were assessed using Cc = total carotenoids (µg/
ml) = (1000 × A470 − 2.13 × Ca − 97.64 × Ca)/209. Antho-
cyanin contents were evaluated using A530 − 0.25 × A657. 
The experiment was repeated three times independently.

Statistical analyses

Statistical analyses were performed with one-way ANOVA 
test using INFOSTAT software (InfoStat/Professional ver-
sion 2008, Grupo InfoStat. FCA, Universidad Nacional 
de Córdoba, Córdoba, Argentina, https ://www.infos tat.
com.ar/). The significance level for all tests was α = 0.05. 
Appropriate transformations of the primary data were used 
when needed to meet the assumptions of the analysis. The 
phenotypic characterization was assessed by analyzing the 
data by factorial ANOVA, with viral treatment and geno-
type as factors.
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